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Designing and realizing a multi-projector or projection display setups are not a
simple or trivial task. You will have to ask yourself a number of questions
The answer is dependent on many factors:
What type and size of the projection screen should I chose?
·What projectors type, resolution, throw ratio, contrast etc.
Where to put the projectors with respect to the screen for the best
coverage and how big should the screen be when soft edge blending?
Will the projectors and screens fit the available space?
If there are objects between the projectors and the
screen, will they shadow the screen?
The answer on those questions is not easy and cannot be simply calculated
on paper. Curved projection screens also introduce image distortions that can not
be simply calculated using the standard projection calculation tools based on
flat projection.
Pixelwix Pixelwarp projection calculator software is an essential and must have tool for designing
single or multi-projector displays on all screen and room shapes
Pixelwarp Projection calculator user interface provides an immediate 3D visual feedback of the
projection environment including the screen, real-time projection image, projector physical size and
throw, additional objects,environmental light, etc.
Features include.
· Different types and shapes of projection screens including cylinder
(single curved), dome (double curved), planar, etc.
· Load custom projection screens from 3D CAD models.
· Support for unlimited number of projectors.
· Built-in projectors database including 5000+ projectors models.
· Extend the projectors database with additional projectors models.
· Edit projectors properties: resolution, throw ratio, position,
orientation, light intensity, horizontal and vertical flip, etc.
· Unlimited number of virtual cameras to view the projection from different room locations.
· Edit cameras properties: resolution, field of view, position, orientation,
etc.
· Import Unlimited number of additional 3D objects that can shadow projection image.
· Load objects from CAD models.
· Edit objects sizes, positions and orientation, etc.
· Position the object freely in the scene.
· Direct visual feedback of object occlusion and drop-shadows on the
screen.

System requirements
The following is the required minimal configuration:
· PC with 2.0 Ghz or higher processor (32bit or 64 bit)
· 2 Gb or more RAM
· A moderate graphics card (NVIDIA or AMD/ATI) with support for
FrameBufferObjects
User interface
The main screen is divided in 3 areas:
The top menu and the toolbar
The elements edit area
The central 3D view area

Top menu and toolbar
The top menu and the toolbar area contain the program menu and the
toolbar for quick access of the most common operations (creating a new
design project, opening and saving a design project, etc.
Elements edit area
The elements setup area contains a tabbed dialog for creating and editing
the elements of the projection setup (screen, projectors, cameras, displays
groups, etc) as well editing the environmental settings.

Environment tab
In the Environment tab user can enter the intensity of the ambient light that
casts on the projection area including the projection screen.
The ambient light can have an influence on the black/white thresholds of the
camera images when cameras are used for camera-assisted calibration that will be used
in future versions.
Also user can enter the size of the ground grid and the number of divisions.
The size of a grid division is calculated and can be used for visual
measurement reference.
In the environment tab user can also select the units for all measurements such as projectors,
cameras and objects in the scene.
select from metric meters and imperial feet or inches.
Screen tab
In the screen tab the user can select one of the available screen shapes:
cylinder, dome (partial sphere), plane(flat) or load a custom shaped screen shape
from a CAD models

Cylinder screen:

You can select screen type from “Type” pull down menu.
You can define the screen size by entering the information also a radius as “begin” and “end” angle
if a cylinder shape.
The angles are expressed in degrees relative to the center of the cylinder.
Here you can also control screen position within the virtual space as well as other useful screen
perimeters.
Custom 3D model screen:

Most screen setup can be accomplished from the standard one within the “Type” menu

However for special projection surfaces or for the ability to use say your Sketchup model
You can import a custom projection screen from a CAD program

In the image above you can see a custom frame model imported from Google sketchup with 3 virtual
projectors added on the frame and a six foot guy 3D object placed to check for shadowing.
Select Model from the “Type” menu and select the location of the cad file.
Current import types available are.
·
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Collada ( .dae )
Blender 3D ( .blend )
3ds Max 3DS ( .3ds )
3ds Max ASE ( .ase )
Wavefront Object ( .obj )
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC/Step) ( .ifc )
XGL ( .xgl,.zgl )
Stanford Polygon Library ( .ply )
AutoCAD DXF ( .dxf )
LightWave ( .lwo )
LightWave Scene ( .lws )
Modo ( .lxo )
Stereolithography ( .stl )
DirectX X ( .x )
AC3D ( .ac )
Milkshape 3D ( .ms3d )
TrueSpace ( .cob,.scn )
Ogre XML ( .xml )
Irrlicht Mesh ( .irrmesh )
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Irrlicht Scene ( .irr )
Quake I ( .mdl )
Quake II ( .md2 )
Quake III Mesh ( .md3 )
Quake III Map/BSP ( .pk3 )
Return to Castle Wolfenstein ( .mdc )
Doom 3 ( .md5* )
Valve Model ( .smd,.vta )
Starcraft II M3 ( .m3 )
Unreal ( .3d )
BlitzBasic 3D ( .b3d )
Quick3D ( .q3d,.q3s )
Neutral File Format ( .nff )
Sense8 WorldToolKit ( .nff )
Object File Format ( .off )
PovRAY Raw ( .raw )
Terragen Terrain ( .ter )
3D GameStudio (3DGS) ( .mdl )
3D GameStudio (3DGS) Terrain ( .hmp )
Izware Nendo ( .ndo )

Projectors tab

In the projectors tab you can add projectors to the setup or remove
projectors from the setup.
For each projector the parameters of the projectors can be changed
individually or for all projectors at a time.
Projectors can be freely moved and rotated using the projector Move and
Rotate control boxes or by holding shift and clicking the projector with the left mouse button.
Follow on screen display for more mouse controlled movements.
The top part of the projectors tab lists all projectors in the setup. Using the
button and the
button you can add and remove projectors from the project.
Using the
button user can remove all projectors from the project.

When adding a projector, the projector properties will be copied from the
currently selected projector.
The projector names have to be unique and the software will select the next unique name adding a
number at the end of the current projector name.
After adding a projector all projector properties can be changed individually.
The model type of the projector can be selected by pressing the database button to the right of
projector type menu.

The software contains a
database of 5000+ commercial projectors models including all projector
properties (resolution, throw ratio, image size, contrast, projector size, etc.).

After selecting the projector type, all projector properties will be set to the
properties of the selected projector model.
For more information about the built-in and custom projectors database,
please see the section below “Projectors models database”.
When the frustum depth field is set to a number larger than 0, the projection
light frustum will be drawn with the projector. The projector frustum can be
shown or hidden using the “Show” check box next to the projector frustum
field.
When a projector projects on a irregular surface or when projecting on the
back surface, the projection if the frustum can be clipped to the area of the
projector frustum. Using the “Clip” check box users can clip and limit the
projection only within the projector frustum. The frustum depth can be
adjusted to include the surfaces to be included in the projection.
The color of the projectors frustum can be selected by pressing the color
button. Different colors can be chosen for different projectors for easier
visual distinctions of the projectors in the 3D scene view.
The basic projector properties (resolution, throw ratio and Vertical Y Axis
offset) can be entered directly on the projectors tab. The Horizontal and
Vertical field of view (FOV) values will be updated automatically according to
the resolution and the throw ratio. The Vertical OffAxisY offset is the vertical
offset in percentage of the projected vertical image size. When projectors are
mounted on the ceiling or on the floor, they have negative or positive
Vertical OffAxisY offset.
The projected image can be flipped along the horizontal and the vertical axis
using the Flip H and Flip V check-boxes.
For editing and adjusting all projector properties you can use the projector
properties edit dialog by pressing the edit button.

Projector properties dialog
The projector properties dialog can be used to edit all visual and geometrical
properties of the projector. You can edit the standard visual properties:
resolution, throw ratio, throw distance and Vertical OffAxisY offset. Based on
the throw ratio and throw distance, the horizontal image size will be
calculated for the minimal and the maximal throw distance.
The contrast of the projector and the brightness can also be edited although
the values are not used in the current version. All those values can be found
from the data-sheets of the projectors.
For drawing the projectors correctly in the 3D scene view, the you can also
edit the following geometrical characteristics of the projector: size, pivot
(reference point) offset and the frustum offset.
The projector is drawn as a gray box using the dimensions WxHxL. The W
dimension is the width of the projector (along the X axis). The H is the height
of the projector (along the Y axis). And L is the length or the depth of the
projector (along the Z axis). The size of the projector box can also be found
in the projectors data-sheets.
The reference point or the pivot point is initially in the middle of the
projector box. This is the point where the projector is attached and the pivot
point for all projectors movements and rotations.
The reference pivot point can me moved with respect to the initial center of
the projector box using the Pivot Offset X/Y/Z fields for X, Y and Z axis
respectively. The reference pivot point is drawn as a yellow point ball in the
projectors edit 3D preview.

Initially the beginning of the projector frustum is in the middle of the front
side of the projector box. This is the place where the projector lenses are allocated.
However, some projectors have the projector lenses positioned at different location on the front or
even on the top plate.
Using the Frustum Offset X/Y/Z fields for X, Y and Z axis respectively user
can define the position of the projectors light beam frustum to match that of your
physical projector.

Camera Tab
In the cameras tab user can add a virtual digital cameras to the setup or remove
digital cameras from the setup.
For each digital camera the parameters of the projectors can be changed
individually.
Digital cameras can be freely moved and rotated using the camera Move and
Rotate control.
The top part of the cameras tab lists all cameras in the setup. Using the
button and the
button you can add and remove cameras from the project.
Using the
button user can remove all cameras from the project.
When adding a digital camera, the camera properties will be copied from the
currently selected camera.
The cameras names have to be unique and the software will select the next unique name adding a
number at the end of the current name.
After adding a digital camera all camera properties can be changed individually.
When the frustum dept field is set to a number larger than 0, the camera
field of view frustum will be drawn with the camera.
The color of the camera frustum can be selected by pressing the color button. Different colors can be
chosen for different cameras for easier visual distinctions of the cameras in
the 3D project view.
The basic digital camera properties (resolution, and the horizontal field of
view) can be entered directly on the cameras tab. The Vertical field of view (FOV) value will be
updated automatically according to the resolution and the
horizontal FOV.
You can take a shot of the camera using the take photo button.
The camera image can be saved to the disk.
The most common use for the camera is to view the screen project from different angles like may
from a cockpit user view or driving position etc.
From the Show tab at the top panel select cameras and then the camera name you wish to view and
you will see the image from that cameras perspective.
To go back to overall normal view select perspective from the same menu.

Objects Tab.
In the objects tab user can add other objects to the setup or remove objects
from the setup.
The objects can be loaded from a 3D CAD model.
The current version supports importing of the following 3D formats:
· Collada ( .dae )
· Blender 3D ( .blend )
· 3ds Max 3DS ( .3ds )
· 3ds Max ASE ( .ase )
· Wavefront Object ( .obj )
· Industry Foundation Classes (IFC/Step) ( .ifc )
· XGL ( .xgl,.zgl )
· Stanford Polygon Library ( .ply )
· AutoCAD DXF ( .dxf )
· LightWave ( .lwo )
· LightWave Scene ( .lws )
· Modo ( .lxo )
· Stereolithography ( .stl )
· DirectX X ( .x )
· AC3D ( .ac )
· Milkshape 3D ( .ms3d )
· TrueSpace ( .cob,.scn )
· Ogre XML ( .xml )
· Irrlicht Mesh ( .irrmesh )
· Irrlicht Scene ( .irr )
· Quake I ( .mdl )
· Quake II ( .md2 )
· Quake III Mesh ( .md3 )
· Quake III Map/BSP ( .pk3 )
· Return to Castle Wolfenstein ( .mdc )
· Doom 3 ( .md5* )
· Valve Model ( .smd,.vta )
· Starcraft II M3 ( .m3 )
· Unreal ( .3d )
· BlitzBasic 3D ( .b3d )
· Quick3D ( .q3d,.q3s )
· Neutral File Format ( .nff )
· Sense8 WorldToolKit ( .nff )
· Object File Format ( .off )
· PovRAY Raw ( .raw )
· Terragen Terrain ( .ter )
· 3D GameStudio (3DGS) ( .mdl )
· 3D GameStudio (3DGS) Terrain ( .hmp )
· Izware Nendo ( .ndo )

Objects can be freely scaled, moved and rotated using the object Move and
Rotate control.

The top part of the objects tab lists all objects in the setup.
Using the
button and the
button you can add and remove objects from the project.
Using the remove all button
You can remove all objects from the project.
The objects names have to be unique and the software will select the next
unique name adding a number at the end of the current selected name.

Objects can be positioned freely in the project in front of the projectors.
Objects will cast shadows on the projection screen and allow you to evaluate the
positions of the projectors.

Display Tab
Although we have this tab here it's for future use intending to be used as a virtual calibration tool.

Measurement tool

The measurement tape tool is used to measure the distance between two 3D points in the project.
This can be the distance between the projectors and the screen, or the distance between two
projectors, or the distance between any two points within the project.

When in a measurement mode the 3D display area will show the position of
the selected 2 points as well the distance between the points.

Use the keyboard key M and press the Left mouse button to select the first
and the second points.
When the first point is selected and the mouse is on top of a project object, the 3D display area will
show the distance between the two.
To start new measurements press the ESC button.
This can also be used to work out the Foot-lambert's ( Actual brightness Value) of each part of the
screen.
Luminance in Foot-lambert's= (Projector Lumens / Screen Area in feet squired) * Screen Gain.

Move and rotate controls.
Each element of the projection can be freely positioned and rotated in the
projection environment. The projection screen, projectors, cameras and the
objects each have a move and rotate control to facilitate and optionally
constraint the position and the orientation of the elements in the projection
environment. Position and orientation can be changed either entering the
position and orientation values in the corresponding boxes or using the
mouse and changing the position and orientation in the 3D View area.

When entering the position and rotation values in the move and rotate
control, the element is always translated and rotated with respect to the
scene world coordinate system positioned in the center of the scene.
By pressing the Px, Py, Pz or Rx, Ry, Rz buttons a dialog box will be opened
to enter the relative movement of rotation with respect the current position
and orientation. The relative adjustments can be performed in the local or in
the world coordinate system.
The rotation is always performed after the translation in the following
rotation axis order: Rotate around X, rotate around Y and rotate around Z.
You can use the move and constraint menu buttons to constraint or limit the
movement in a certain axis or plane and to constraint the rotation around a
particular axis

Using the move constraint menu, moving can be enabled along all axes or can be limited to a
particular axis or a plane constructed by two axes.
The movement of the element can be also completely locked to disable all movement.

Using the rotation constraint menu, the rotation can be enabled around all axes, or limited to a
particular axis.
The rotation of the element can be also locked to completely disable rotation of the element.
The translation and rotation can be performed in the element local coordinate system or in the project
world coordinate system.
You can use the World/Local check-box to choose the coordinate system for translation and
rotation.

Positioning and rotation can also accomplished via mouse in the 3D View area.
By holing the SHIFT button youcan click on an element using the LEFT
mouse button. This will make the element selected and ready for interactive movement and rotation.
The selected elements are represented with a yellow bounding box and the Local or the Global
coordinate system axes are drawn for a reference.
By holding the CTRL button and pressing the LEFT mouse button you can
rotate the object around the coordinate system axis taking into account the rotation constraints.
By holding the CTRL button and pressing the RIGHT mouse button you can move the object along
the coordinate system axis taking into account the

translation constraints.
Holding the SHIFT button and pressing the LEFT mouse button outside of any
element will un-select the currently selected element.
3D View area.
The 3D View area is the central area of the program.
This area shows a 3Drepresentation of the projection environment including the projection
screen, all projectors, camera and additional objects.

The 3D View area also optionally shows a ground grid reference and the coordinate axis of the world
coordinate system.
The ground grid and the coordinate system axis can be shows or hidden using the View menu.
Pressing and dragging the LEFT mouse button in the 3D View will rotate the 3D view.
Pressing and dragging the RIGHT mouse button in the 3D View will translate the 3D view.
Pressing and dragging the MIDDLE mouse button in the 3D View will zoom in and out the 3D view.
This can also be achieved using the mouse wheel.
By holing the SHIFT button user can click on an element using the LEFT
mouse button.
This will make the element selected and ready for Muse movement and rotation.
Holding the SHIFT button and pressing the LEFT mouse button outside of any
element will un-select the currently selected element.

Projectors database,
The built-in database has more that 5000 projector types and models.
The database contains the visual characteristics of the projectors (resolution, throw ratio, throw
distance, minimum and maximum projection distance, brightness and contrast) as well as the size
(dimensions) of the projectors.
The database contains legacy (discontinued) projectors models and currently active projector models.
The legacy projector models are discontinued from production but you may have them and can still
be purchased used.
You can modify and edit the parameters of the built-in projector models and add custom projectors
models to the database.
The user’s modified and added projectors models are saved to a separate database that can be stored
locally and used when the software is updated to a new version that contains an updated built-in
database.

Using the filter button user can filter the list of the projector types that contain the text you have
entered in the filter text box.

When the filter text box is empty all projectors from all manufactures will be listed.
Initially, the list does not contain the legacy (discontinued) projectors. When checking the
“Select legacy projectors” check box and pressing the Filter button, the
legacy projectors will be listed as well. Legacy projectors are marked with the
letter [L].
You can modify or extend the built-in database. Using the Add button new custom projector type can
be added to the database.
Using the Edit button user can edit a built-in or custom projector type definition.
Edited or added projector types can be removed using the Delete button.
All custom modified or added projectors are marked with letter [*].
The custom edited or added projectors are stored in a separate file
projectors.data. This file is updated automatically every time a user modifies, adds or deletes a
projector. Whenever the software start it looks for the file projectors.data and merges this projector
database with the built-in projectors database.
Virtual calibration.
This section is intentionally left blank. Virtual calibration will be supported in
the future versions.
Order & Registration
Order
To order a license for Pixelwarp Evo, please visit:
http://pixelwix.com
This license provides you with the free version updates within 2 years.
The software license is based on a PC HardwareID.
The registered version is bound to a single PC identified by the unique
Hardware ID. Hardware ID is constructed from the PC unique components
numbers (HardDisk, CPU, NetworkCard, etc). The software can be run only
on the PC with the same Hardware ID.
The USB key license is stored on an USB key.
The registered version is bound to the USB key and is will run on every PC as
long as the USB key is present.
Purchasing of the Pixelwarp Evo can be performed through the Pixelwix
website with PayPal .
· A PayPal account is not required to use this payment method. You can set
up an account when you are directed to PayPal's Web site.
· You will be automatically redirected to PayPal's Web site. You can then log
in to PayPal as usual or set up a PayPal account to pay for your order.

· During the payment process, all information will be exchanged in
encrypted format exclusively between you as the account holder and
PayPal's Web site.
· After the transaction has been successfully completed, you will be
returned to Pixelwix Inc web pages.
· Typically, product license delivery will be initiated within 24 hours during business hours.
Payment can also be achieved by wire bank transfers upon request.
Registration
For Hardware ID license:
After the purchase “Your Hardware ID” has to be sent by e-mail to sales@pixelwix.com
A license will be e-mailed back to register the program.
The program can be registered using the provided Hardware ID License Manager located in the
installed Pixelwarp folder.

For USB license:
A USB key will be shipped to the customer along with
registration information.
The unregistered (trial) version can be user for a period of 30 days after
which the running of the program will stop. The unregistered version has the
following limitations:
Stops working after 10 min cannot use database, no save or save as functions.

PIXELWIX SOFTWARE LICENCE
The Pixelwix Corporation (Pixelwix Inc USA) is authorised to license the software of this
installation (the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software) and by installing the licensee accepts a non-exclusive,
non-transferable Licence to "Use" (as hereinafter defined) the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software on a
single computer system ("The System"), subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.
This Licence entitles the Licensee to:
(a) use the one copy of the Software contained in this package on the System;
(b) use the Software strictly in accordance with the provisions of Clause 2 of this Licence;
(c) receive the benefit of the warranty specified herein;

1. Acceptance of this Licence.
The terms and conditions of this Licence are deemed to be accepted by the parties as follows:
(a) by the Licensor upon despatch/delivery by the Licensor of this package to the Licensee, and
(b) by the Licensee by installing the software.

2. Use of the Software.
For the purposes of this Licence "Use" shall mean and include:
a. Utilising the whole or any part of the Software on ONE System at a time. Utilising means loading,
transferring, copying or transmitting the Software into or within the single computer system for the
processing of the system instructions or statements contained in the Software.
b. Merging the whole or any part of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software in machine-readable form into
another software program.
c. Copying the whole of the Software, which is in machine-readable form, into a machine readable
copy for Use by the Licensee solely on the System and for the purpose only of understanding the
contents of such readable material and for back up, PROVIDED THAT no more than one (1) copy
will be in existence under any License at any one time without prior written consent from the
Licensor.
d. Storing the whole or any part of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software on the System or other storage
unit or disk.
e. Utilising (but not copying) the instructional and/or operational manuals relating to the Pixelwix
Pixelwarp Software.
f. EXTRA KEYS: With its purchase of the Software the Licensee will receive ONE unique KEY.
This KEY shall be used by the Licensee to RUN the software license .
This license doesn’t give the Licensee the right to obtain additional NEW KEYS IF LOST OR
STOLEN.

3. Licensee's Undertakings :
The Licensee undertakes:
a. Not to copy (other than for normal System operation and as specified in Clause 2 above),
reproduce, translate (including electronic transfer), adapt, vary or modify the Software nor to
communicate the same to any third party without the Licensor's prior written consent.
b. To supervise and control Use of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software in accordance with the terms of
this Licence.
c. To ensure that its employees, agents and other parties who will use the Pixelwix Pixelwarp
Software are notified of this Licence and the terms contained therein, and this prior to the said
employee, agent or party using the said Software.
d. To reproduce and include the copyright notice of the Licensor on all and any copies, whether in
whole or in part, in any form, including partial copies of modifications of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp
Software made herein.
e. Not to provide or otherwise make available the Software in whole or in part (including where
applicable, but not limited to, programme listings, object code and source programme listings, object
code and source code), in any form to any person other than the Licensee's employees or as specified
in (c) above without prior written consent from the Licensor.
f. To refrain from amending the method of working of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software by way of
reverse engineering, (necessary information to achieve the interoperability of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp
Software being available for the Licensee from the Licensor).

4. Warranty.
a. The Licensee acknowledges that software in general is not error-free and agrees that the existence
of such errors shall not constitute a breach of this Licence.
b. In the event that the Licensee discovers a material error which substantially affects the Licensee's
use of the same and notifies the Licensor of the error within 90 days from the date of despatch of this
Licence and the accompanying Software to the Licensee (the "warranty period"), the Licensor shall
at its sole discretion either refund the licence fee or use all reasonable endeavours to correct by patch
or new release, also at its sole discretion, that part of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software which does
not so comply, PROVIDED THAT such non-compliance has not been caused by any modification,
variation or addition to the original Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software not performed by the Licensor or
caused by its incorrect use, abuse or corruption or by use of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software with
other software or on equipment with which it is incompatible.

5. Interoperability.
The Licensor undertakes to answer in the shortest possible reasonable time, requests for information
made by the Licensee, linked to the interoperability of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software.

6. The Licensor's Liability

a. The Licensor shall not be liable to the Licensee for any loss or damage whatsoever or howsoever
caused arising directly or indirectly in connection with this Licence, the Pixelwix Pixelwarp
Software, its use (whether or not as defined in this Licence) or otherwise, except to the extent that
such liability may not be lawfully excluded.
b. Notwithstanding the generality of (a) above, the Licensor expressly excludes liability for indirect,
special, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may arise in respect of the Pixelwix
Pixelwarp Software, its Use, (whether or not as defined in this Licence), the System or in respect of
other equipment or property, or for loss of profit, business, revenue, goodwill or anticipated savings.

7. Patents, Trademarks, Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights.
a. The Licensee acknowledges that any and all of the trademarks, trade names, copyrights, patents
and other intellectual property rights used or embodied in or in connection with the Pixelwix
Pixelwarp Software shall be and remain the sole property of the Licensor. The Licensee shall not
during or at any time after the expiry or termination of this License in any way question or dispute
the ownership by the Licensor of any such rights.
b. The Pixelwix Software, all copies of the software and derivative works based upon the Pixelwix
Pixelwarp Software or any part thereof remain the property of the Licensor.
c. The Licensee shall indemnify the Licensor fully against all liabilities, costs and expenses which the
Licensor may incur as a result of work done in accordance with the Licensee's specifications
involving infringement of any copyright patent or other proprietary right.
8. Confidential Information
All information, data, drawings, specifications, documentation, software listings, source or object
code which the Licensor may have imparted and may from time to time impart to the Licensee,
relating to the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software, is proprietary and confidential. The Licensee hereby
agrees that it shall use the same solely in accordance with the provisions of this Licence and that it
shall not at any time during or after expiry or termination of this Licence, disclose the same, whether
directly or indirectly, to any third party without the Licensor's prior written consent.
The Licensee further agrees that it shall not itself or through any subsidiary, agent or third party
modify, vary, enhance, copy, sell, lease, license, sub-license or otherwise deal in the Pixelwix
Pixelwarp Software or any part or parts, variations, modifications, copies, releases, versions or
enhancements thereof or have any software or other programme written or developed for itself based
on any confidential information supplied by the Licensor.

9. Force Majeure
The Licensor shall be under no liability to the Licensee in respect of anything which, apart from this

provision, may constitute breach of this Licence arising by reason of force majeure, namely,
circumstances beyond the control of the Licensor.

10. Assignment
The Licensee shall not assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of the Pixelwix Pixelwarp Software
or this Licence without the prior written consent of the Licensor.

11. Waiver
Failure or neglect by either party to enforce at any time the provisions hereof shall not be construed
nor shall be deemed to be a waiver of that party's rights hereunder nor any way affect the validity of
the whole or any part of this Licence nor prejudice that party's rights to take subsequent action.
If you do not agree with the terms of this license you must remove
All Pixelwix Pixelwarp files from your storage devices and cease to use
the product.

